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Abstract We performed systematic flume experiments using natural bed load particles to quantify the
effect of different parameters on the signal registered by the Swiss plate geophone, a bed load surrogate
monitoring system. It was observed that the number of impulses computed from the raw signal clearly
depends on bed particle size, mean flow velocity, bed roughness, and to a minor extent on particle shape.
The centroid frequency of the signal resulting from the collision of a bed load particle against the geophone
plate was found to be inversely related to particle size but to be less sensitive to variations in mean flow
velocity and bed roughness than the signal amplitude, which is also related to particle size. Combining fre-
quency and amplitude information resulted in a more robust identification of the transported particles size
over a wide range of sizes than using amplitude information alone.

1. Introduction

Bed load is the fraction of river sediment transport that moves downstream with constant or frequent con-
tact with the bed. Bed load transport is a complex process that has been the subject of numerous scientific
studies [Shields, 1936; Einstein, 1937; Meyer-Peter and M€uller, 1948]. Monitoring bed load transport is essential
for the planning of river engineering projects and comprehension of orogenic erosion and deposition pro-
cesses [Burtin et al., 2011]. In the past, bed load transport rates were commonly measured directly, by
deploying a sediment sampler [Helley and Smith, 1971; Bunte et al., 2004], or by surveying sediment reten-
tion basins over larger time scales, possibly including larger bed load masses. Portable or fixed slot samplers
can also be used to sample transported bed load particles over a part of the stream width [Hubbell, 1964;
Reid et al., 1980]. Conveyor belt samplers are more sophisticated devices that can continuously collect trans-
ported bed load particles over the entire stream width and typically over relatively short time periods
[Emmett, 1980]. These direct bed load measurement methods are generally time-consuming and technically
challenging, especially at high river discharges when coarse bed load particles and most of the bed material
is mobilized.

Advances in technology have allowed the development of less intrusive bed load surrogate monitoring
techniques, able to record temporal and spatial variations of bed load transport processes [Gray et al.,
2010]. These techniques enable continuous measurements of bed load transport fluxes, even at high river
discharges where the manual deployment of a device to directly measure bed load transport becomes diffi-
cult or impossible. The main element constituting bed load surrogate monitoring techniques is often an
acoustic sensor (geophone, accelerometer, hydrophone, microphone, etc.) that continuously measures char-
acteristic properties of bed load transport like the acoustic energy of the noise generated by transported
bed load particles [Belleudy et al., 2010] or the number of particle impacts on the stream bed [Wyss et al.,
2016a]. Examples of bed load surrogate monitoring devices are magnetic tracers [Bunte, 1996], seismome-
ters installed near the river bed [Burtin et al., 2008, 2011; Roth et al., 2015], hydrophones [Mason et al., 2007;
Belleudy et al., 2010; Camenen et al., 2012; Geay, 2013], the Swiss plate geophone [Rickenmann et al., 2012,
2014], the Japanese pipe hydrophone [Mizuyama et al., 2010a, 2010b], and the acoustic Doppler current
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profiler ADCP [Rennie and Church, 2010]. For an overview and review of currently used surrogate technolo-
gies refer to Gray et al. [2010] and Rickenmann [2016].

From flume experiments with impact plates, it is known that particle transport mode, i.e., rolling, sliding, or
saltating, is a key parameter, the latter being associated with more energy per impact [Turowski and Ricken-
mann, 2009; Rickenmann et al., 2012; Turowski et al., 2015; Wyss et al., 2016a] and generating a higher-
frequency signal than the former [Krein et al., 2008; Tsakiris et al., 2014; Barrière et al., 2015]. Also, the energy
of the acoustic signal registered by impact-plate bed load monitoring systems increases with increasing
bed load transport rate [Møen et al., 2010; Barton et al., 2010] and there is evidence that this relationship
holds until particle concentrations get large enough, such that particle-particle interactions reduce the
number of impacts on the sensor plate. This is similar to the cover effect described for bedrock erosion [Tur-
owski and Rickenmann, 2009], and to saturation of the acoustic system in which the signals due to multiple
particle impacts overlap which makes it difficult or impossible to identify particles individually [Mizuyama
et al., 2010a]. The frequency of the self-generated noise produced by particle intercollisions decreases with
increasing particle size [Thorne, 1986; Belleudy et al., 2010]. This was also found for the frequency generated
by particles colliding onto impact plates [Etter, 1996; Bogen and Møen, 2003; Møen et al., 2010; Pecorari,
2013; Barrière et al., 2015]. These empirically derived particle-size-frequency relations are supported by a
theoretical framework of rigid body radiation [Thorne, 2014], and it is interesting that different bed load sur-
rogate monitoring devices produce similar frequency responses [Rickenmann, 2016].

Laboratory flume experiments were used to study the signal response of impact-plate bed load surrogate
monitoring devices to different transported sediment characteristics and hydraulic conditions. In their flume
experiments with natural bed load particles, Esbensen et al. [2007] distinguished two major factors, mass
flux Qs and particle size distribution (PSD), to have an effect on the signal recorded by a piezoelectric crystal
monitoring the deformation of an impact plate. They were able to develop a model that produced rather
accurate estimates of the observed Qs and PSD. However, their model was based on a multivariate partial
least square regression, hindering the identification of the effect that each variable has independently. In
the context of industrial applications, Pecorari [2013] measured an increase in average power of the acoustic
signal with increasing Qs of solid particles impinging on a flat metal plate. Using a similar setup, Uher and
Benes [2012] observed that the velocity at which particles collide has no relevant effect on the shape of the
frequency spectrum, but it affects the general energy of the signal, which is in agreement with the Hertz
theory.

Mizuyama et al. [2010b] performed systematic flume experiments with the Japanese pipe system, a hollow
pipe with a microphone measuring air-pressure differences created by transported bed load particles collid-
ing against the steel pipe. They found that for this system also the registered signal varies with mass flux
Qs, bed slope S, particle size D and the location of the particle collision against the pipe. Based on flume
experiments with the same system, Mao et al. [2016] developed a simple empirical method to extract parti-
cle size information, using data registered over 6 channels with different gains for their flume experiments.

From flume experiments with an impact-plate system and a piezoelectric hydrophone as sensor, originally
developed by Krein et al. [2008], Barrière et al. [2015] observed that the D50 of the transported bed load was
directly proportional to the amplitude A of the first arrival waveform and inversely proportional to the char-
acteristic frequency fchar of the signal registered after a single particle impact. This led them to develop a
method combining computed A and fchar to extract transported D50 information. Their results obtained
from flume experiments with two different setups converge into the same relation curve, emphasizing that
combining amplitude and frequency information can be assembled into a robust method to extract trans-
ported particle size information.

The aim of the present study is to investigate important factors affecting the signal response of the Swiss
plate geophone. We performed flume experiments to quantify the effects of particle size, bed load material
(particle shape), bed roughness, and mean flow velocity on the signal registered by the Swiss plate geo-
phone. The experiments were performed using natural particles from four different streams: Erlenbach (CH),
Navisence (CH), Fischbach (AT), and Ruetz (AT). In this first of two companion papers we report on the
flume-based relations of the Swiss plate geophone system. We present several methods to compute ampli-
tude and frequency-based characteristic summary values and show how they depend on the investigated
parameters.
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In a companion paper, the laboratory results obtained here were used to develop flume-based calibration
procedures for the Swiss plate geophone.

2. Methods

2.1. Experimental Setup
The experimental work was conducted at the Laboratory of Hydraulics, Hydrology and Glaciology (VAW) at
the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) Z€urich, Switzerland. The effect of particle size D, mean flow
velocity VW, and bed roughness ks on the signal registered by the Swiss plate geophone system was investi-
gated by performing a series of flume experiments.

Although in principle the functioning of the Swiss plate geophone device is simple, the complex interac-
tions between the device’s sensor and the device itself are poorly understood. It is not possible to design
and meaningfully use a scaled version of the device in the lab. It follows that to obtain comparable meas-
urements in the lab to those from the field, flume experiments must be carried out with flow and transport
conditions as similar as possible to the prototype, i.e., the same device, the same bed load particle sizes,
and very similar hydraulic conditions as in the field.
2.1.1. Laboratory Flume
Experiments were performed in a nontiltable flume with a horizontal bed, of dimensions 9000 mm length
3 500 mm width 3 800 mm depth (Figure 1). The adjustable opening of the jet-box [Schwalt and Hager,
1992] allowed the setting of the desired flow depth hw over the Swiss plate geophone. The bottom of the
first 5 m of the flume consisted of regular concrete over which most of the particles were transported in
sliding mode, as evidenced from qualitative observations during the experiments. The roughness over a
length of 2.6 m upstream of the Swiss plate geophone was increased by screwing a wired grid onto the
smooth flume-bed. This increased near boundary turbulence and enhanced rolling and saltating transport
modes. The diameter of the wire dw was of 0.5 mm and the spacing of the regular mesh was 2.5 mm. The
effective sand roughness of the concrete and the wired grid bed ks of 531025 m and 131023 m was esti-
mated by fitting a computed backwater curve to measured values of hW along the flume as proposed by
Hager [1999] (Figures S3 and S4 in Supporting Information). A vertical silicon joint of 1 cm width was the
only element connecting the steel carrying structure of the flume with the Swiss plate geophone to acousti-
cally isolate the geophone system from the expected flume vibrations induced by the moving particles.
2.1.2. Swiss Plate Geophone
The Swiss plate geophone consists of a geophone sensor (GS-20DX by Geospace technologies) mounted
underneath a stainless steel plate of dimensions 496 mm width 3 360 mm length 3 15 mm thickness
installed on the river bed [Rickenmann and Fritschi, 2010; Rickenmann et al., 2012; Wyss et al., 2016a]. The
geophone sensor produces a voltage proportional to the velocity at which the plate vibrates following the
kinetic impact of a bed load particle moving over the plate [Turowski et al., 2013].

Figure 1. Schematic of the glass-walled flume. (1) Discharge in the flume was measured with Magnetic Inductive Discharge Measurements
(MID). (2) The depth of the flow was regulated with a jet-box. (3) The roughness over the lowermost 2.6 m of the flume’s bed was increased
by installing a wired grid. The computer (4) continuously stored the raw signal produced by the Swiss plate geophone (5) located 7.5 m
downstream of the jet-box. (6) A mesh was installed at the end of the flume to recover the bed load particles. (7) A silicon joint of 1 cm
width acoustically isolates the Swiss plate geophone from flume vibrations.
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The signal registered by bed load surrogate monitoring
devices is complex and contains a broad spectrum of
information [Krein et al., 2008]. In the case of the Swiss
plate geophone, the vertical deformation velocity of the
center of the steel plate is continuously sampled at a
rate of fs510 kHz by the geophone sensor system. The
manner the plate vibrates, i.e. how fast and with how
much energy, depends on its proper characteristics and
on collision characteristics like force, collision location,

and impact style and angle of the moving bed load particle against the steel plate [Turowski et al., 2013; Bar-
rière et al., 2015].

2.2. Experimental Program
Flume experiments were performed with bed load material from four different gravel-bed streams in moun-
tain areas mentioned in section 1.
2.2.1. Size and Weight of Bed Load Particles
To study the effect of particle size D on the signal registered by the Swiss plate geophone, particle weight
Gm was used to define nine particle-size classes and particles from all these classes were used in the flume
experiments. The length of the three axis of at least 460 bed load particles and their corresponding mass
was measured for bed load material collected from the four streams. This allowed attributing particle shape
according to 10 descriptive classes [Sneed and Follk, 1958; Benn and Ballantyne, 1993] (Figure S2) and estab-
lishing a relationship between D (measured b axis of the particle) and Gm which is well fitted by a power
law function [Ibbeken, 1974; Bunte and Abt, 2001]

Dstream5astream � Gbstream
m ; (1)

where the subscript ‘‘stream’’ stands for Erlenbach, Navisence, Fischbach, or Ruetz (Table 1).

The site-dependent coefficient astream and exponent bstream in equation (1) (Table 1) were used to compute
mean particle size Dm corresponding to Gm for the four streams (Table 2). Bed load particles were sorted
manually by weight and included in particle-size class j if their weight was in the range of Gm;j630% and
thus the particle size within a class j varied by ðDm630%Þbstream which is on average about 610%. Therefore,
the size of the largest particle within a given size class Dmax is on average 10% larger than the mean particle
size of that same size class, i.e., Dmax � 1:1 � Dm.
2.2.2. Flume-Based Relations
Our flume experiments were designed to quantify the effect of mean water flow velocity VW [Rickenmann
et al., 2014], particle size D [Etter, 1996; Turowski and Rickenmann, 2009; Rickenmann et al., 2014; Turowski
et al., 2015; Wyss et al., 2016a], and bed roughness ks on the signal registered by the Swiss plate geophone.

For this study, a flume-based relation is defined as the mathematical function between a computed charac-
teristic signal value (see section 2.3) and bed load particle size. This facilitates the comparison of the rela-
tions obtained for different mean flow velocities VW and with natural bed load particles from different
gravel-bed streams. A flume-based relation was established by performing 5–50 experimental runs R for

each particle size and stream material
(Table 3). In each run, 5–20 bed load
particles from a given stream were
fed simultaneously by hand 0.5 m
downstream of the jet-box into the
flow or 7 m upstream of the geo-
phone plate, for a given VW. The
number of individual runs R, as well
as the number of particles NG per R
varied based on particle size (Table
3). A decreasing number of particles
per run NG/R was selected such that
a maximum total weight of about
Mb;flume510 kg per run was not

Table 1. Coefficient astream, Exponent bstream and
Respective Coefficient of Determination R2 of Equation
(1) for the Four Streams, Where the Units of D Are in mm
and Gm in g

Stream astream bstream R2

Erlenbach 9.44 0.34 0.93
Navisence 9.61 0.33 0.93
Fischbach 8.83 0.34 0.93
Ruetz 9.43 0.33 0.91

Table 2. Mean Particle Size Dm Computed With Equation (1) for the Four
Streams

Particle-Size
Class j

Erlenbach Navisence Fischbach Ruetz

Gm ½g� Dm;Eb ½mm� Dm;Na ½mm� Dm;Fi ½mm� Dm;Ru ½mm�

1 8 19.1 19.1 17.9 18.7
2 16 24.2 24.0 22.7 23.5
3 32 30.7 30.2 28.7 29.6
4 64 38.8 37.9 36.3 37.2
5 128 49.1 47.7 46.0 46.8
6 256 62.2 59.9 58.2 58.8
7 512 78.7 75.3 73.6 73.9
8 1024 99.7 94.7 93.2 92.9
9 2048 126 119 118 117
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exceeded when feeding the bed load
material into the flume.
2.2.3. Flow Conditions in the Flume
The same experimental series were repeat-
ed at different mean flow velocities VW

with material from the four gravel-bed
streams (Table 4). Flume experiments were
conducted under supercritical flow, in
view of a substantial fraction of considered
particle sizes not being transported over
the flat horizontal flume bed under sub-
critical flow conditions. It is known from
laboratory and field observations that
mean flow velocity VW has an important
effect on the resulting calibration of the
Swiss plate geophone [Hegglin, 2011; Rick-
enmann et al., 2014]. We therefore replicat-
ed typical field VW values in the flume to
perform these experiments. Due to techni-

cal limitations in the laboratory, with the exception of the Erlenbach, the water depth hw in the flume was
typically smaller than in the field [Wyss et al., 2016b]. The vertical velocity profiles are unknown both in the
field and in the flume. A detailed discussion of the comparison between field and flume conditions is given
in the companion paper [Wyss et al., 2016b].

2.3. Signal Characteristics
Signal characteristic or summary values contain simplified and discrete information that helps to interpret
the complex raw signal which contains a broad spectrum of information in the amplitude and frequency
domain.
2.3.1. Impulses
The Swiss plate geophone is a robust bed load surrogate monitoring system that has been successfully
used to quantify bed load transport with signal impulse counts in several mountain streams [Rickenmann
et al., 2014]. The number of impulses I are defined as the number of times the raw signal exceeds a pre-
defined threshold of 0.1 V. This threshold is estimated to be at least 1 order of magnitude larger than the
signal generated by highly turbulent flows without bed load transport in the field [Wyss et al., 2016a] and is
therefore unlikely to interfere with background noise. For the Swiss plate geophone measurements, Ricken-

mann et al. [2012, 2014] proposed a linear
relation between I and total transported bed
load mass Mtot

I5kb �Mtot ; (2)

where kb is a field-site dependent constant.

To investigate the effect of particle size on I,
we can define a relation for each particle-size
class j (Table 3) [Rickenmann et al., 2014] as

kb;j5
Iflume;j

Mbj;flume
; (3)

where Iflume;j are the number of impulses reg-
istered by the flume’s geophone during the
passage of all bed load particles of size j over
the steel plate with their total mass Mbj;flume.
2.3.2. Packets
We assume that the complete response of
the geophone signal following a single

Table 3. Number of Experimental Runs R for Each Particle-Size Class j
Used to Establish One Calibration Relationa

Particle-Size
Class j �Gm;j

b ½g� NGtotal
c NG/R R Mb;flume ½kg� Gtotal ½kg�

1 8 1000 20 50 0.16 8
2 16 1000 20 50 0.32 16
3 32 1000 20 50 0.64 32
4 64 400 20 20 1.28 25.6
5 128 400 20 20 2.56 51.2
6 256 400 20 20 5.12 102
7 512 100 10 10 5.12 51.2
8 1024 50 10 5 10.24 51.2
9 2048 25 5 5 10.24 51.2
Total 4375 230 388.4

aParticle weight Gm was used to sort the bed load particles gathered in
the field into nine size classes. The number of particles NG per R with a
mass of Mb;flume and the total number of transported particles NGtotal over
the Swiss plate geophone depended on particle-size class j.

bTo sort the bed load into the different particle-size classes, particles
weighing in the range of Gm;j630% were attributed to particle-size class j.

cTotal number of transported particles over the Swiss plate geophone
used for establishing of a calibration relation.

Table 4. Main Flow Conditions of Flume Experiments Over the Swiss
Plate Geophone

Bed Load Material VW [m/s] hw
a [m] Frb Rec

Erlenbach 1.5 0.10 1.79 1.07e5
2.5 0.10 2.99 1.79e5
3.5 0.10 4.18 2.50e5
4.7 0.07 6.42 2.57e5

Navisence 1.6 0.10 1.91 1.14e5
2.0 0.17 2.01 2.02e5
3.0 0.10 3.58 2.14e5

Fischbach 1.0 0.10 1.19 7.14e4
2.0 0.10 2.39 1.43e5
3.0 0.10 3.58 2.14e5

Ruetz 1.0 0.10 1.19 7.14e4
2.0 0.10 2.39 1.43e5
3.0 0.10 3.58 2.14e5

aWater depth hw was measured with a water gauge fixed to the
flume’s wall at the level of the Swiss plate geophone.

bThe Froude number Fr was computed as VW/
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g � Rh
p

, where Rh is
the hydraulic radius and g 5 9.81 m/s is the gravitational acceleration.

cThe Reynolds number Re was computed as VW � Rh=m, where m51
e6 [m2/s] is the kinematic viscosity of water at a temperature of 208C.
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particle impact over the Swiss plate geophone is
contained within a ‘‘packet’’ [Wyss et al., 2016a].
The identification of packets is based on the
computation of the envelope function with a Hil-
bert transform. Like the number of impulses, the
number of registered packets P have been used
to quantify bed load transport rates [Wyss et al.,
2016a].
2.3.2.1. Maximum Amplitude
The maximum amplitude Amax;P is defined as the
maximum positive registered voltage within a
packet. In contrast to the number of registered
impulses I and packets P, Amax;P has been found
to contain information about the size of the
transported bed load particle [Rickenmann et al.,
2014; Wyss et al., 2016a].
2.3.2.2. Spectral Centroid Frequency
The frequency at which the geophone plate
vibrates depends on the size of the colliding parti-
cle [Etter, 1996; Bogen and Møen, 2003; Barrière

et al., 2015; Rickenmann, 2016]. The spectral centroid fcentroid was chosen to characterize the frequency spectrum
of a packet. It indicates the center of mass of the spectrum and is computed as

fcentroid5

X
fn � AFFT;nX

AFFT;n

; (4)

where fn [Hz] is the spectrum frequency and AFFT;n [V�s] is its corresponding Fourier amplitude computed
with the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The FFT algorithm operates only over signals containing at least as
many samples or data points as its fs. Consequently, before applying the FFT, the packet is preprocessed in
two steps: cosine taper and zero-padding (Figure 2). To compute a more accurate frequency spectrum, a
cosine taper is applied at the edges of the packet to smooth the transition to the straight line (dashed line
in Figure 2c) concatenated by zero padding. A FFT is then applied over the processed packet to compute
AFFT which in turn is used to compute fcentroid (equation (4)).

3. Results

3.1. Impulses
From our experiments it was found that the impulse-diameter coefficient kbj varies with particle size, flow
velocity, and stream-bed material. For increasing particle sizes larger than about 20 mm kbj increases to
reach a maximum and then decreases again (Figure 3). Considering all four streams, the maximum value of
the flume impulse-diameter relations kbj;max decreases by a factor of about 5 when increasing the mean
flow velocity VW from 1 to about 5 m/s (Figures 3 and 4a). Furthermore, the corresponding particle size of
kbj;max; Dm(kbj;max) decreases with increasing VW (Figures 3 and 4b), implying that smaller particles tend to
trigger relatively more impulses per transported mass at higher VW.

The fitted curve for all the flume-based impulse-diameter relations shown in Figure 3 represents a scaled
probability density distribution of the generalized Frechet distribution as described by Abd-Elfattah and
Omima [2009]. The choice of the Frechet distribution is essentially arbitrary, but it fits the flume measure-
ments very well, with a maximum relative standard error re of 16% (reported in Table 5). The Frechet curves
also help to visually better distinguish the results obtained for different VW (Figure 3).

The impulse-diameter relation curves kbj5f ðDÞ (Figure 3) were fitted with the generalized Frechet distribu-
tion [Abd-Elfattah and Omima, 2009]

f ðx;X; a; k; rÞ5X � a � k � rk 12expf2 r
x

� �k
g

� �a21

� x2ðk11Þ � expf2 r
x

� �k
g ; (5)

Figure 2. Illustration of the preprocessing for one packet before
computing fcentroid . (a) Original extracted packet from the signal. (b)
Cosine taper applied over 30% of the packet (read area, 15% each
edge). (c) Zero padding beyond the edges of the packet until the
number of samples equals fs (green area).
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where X > 0 is a scaling parameter, r > 0 is a scale or spreading parameter, and a > 0 and k > 0 are shape
parameters. The nonlinear least squares fitted parameters in equation (5) for the impulse-diameter relations are
given in Table 5. With the purpose of developing a field-independent calibration of the Swiss plate geophone,
the four parameters fitted in equation (5) can be estimated merely from the mean flow velocity (Figure 5).

These impulse-diameter relations are reported here in some detail because they were applied in a compan-
ion paper to geophone calibration measurements from the four field sites, from which bed load particles
were used for the flume experiments of this study. In particular, flume-based calibration procedures were
developed for the Swiss plate geophone and compared with the field calibration measurements [Wyss

et al., 2016b].

3.2. Amplitude and Frequency
The maximum amplitude of a packet Amax;P

increases significantly with increasing particle
size and slightly with increasing mean flow
velocity VW (Figure 6). Power law functions were
fitted to the median values of Amax;P to better
visualize differences of the dependent variables
with particle size D and mean flow velocity VW,
and they are reported quantitatively in Support-
ing Information (Table S1). The general equation
best representing all flume cases is Dm567:5
�A0:40

max;P with an R250:95. In contrast to Amax;P, the
representative frequency fcentroid of a packet
decreases with increasing particle size (Figure 7
and Table S2), but shows only a weak dependen-
cy on VW.

Similar as in the study of Barrière et al. [2015], we
defined a power law relation for the flume data
with particles from the four study streams, by
combining amplitude and frequency information
to particle size as

Figure 3. Impulse-diameter relation curve, representing recorded impulses per unit bed load mass kbj as a function of mean particle-size
Dm, for different mean flow velocities VW.

Figure 4. (a) Maximum value of the fitted calibration curve in Fig-
ure 3, kbj;max, for all streams and as a function of mean flow velocity
VW. (b) Particle-size Dm(kbj;max) corresponding to kbj;max, as a func-
tion of VW.
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Dm5K
Aa

f b
centroid

; (6)

where K is a constant. From their flume experiments, Barrière et al. [2015] found optimum values for the
exponents a and b in equation (6) of 0.39 and 0.86, respectively. For the data of our flume experiments, the
coefficient of determination R2 was computed for a function in the form of equation (6) by varying a and b
to find an optimum value. Optimum a and b parameters in equation (6) appear to vary somewhat with bed
load material properties and less with flow velocity (Figure 8).

The exponents proposed by Barrière et al. [2015], i.e., a 5 0.39 and b 5 0.86, would result in high R2 values
(equation (6)) for our flume experiments. However, our global optimum, considering all flow velocities and
bed load materials (Table 4), is found at aglob50:23 and bglob50:53 (Figure 8) with a general R250:97 and
global constant Kglob52670 (Figure 9), computed by averaging the case specific optimum K values for each
flow condition (Table 4) reported in Supporting Information (Tables S3–S6).

3.3. Packet Duration
The duration Dt;P of the registered packet following the impact of a bed load particle on the Swiss plate
geophone is a summary value of the signal that correlates well with bed load transport rates for the Erlen-
bach, over a very wide range of transport intensities, i.e., for qs in the range of 1024 to 1 kg/m s [Wyss et al.,
2016a]. Our flume data show that the packet duration Dt;P increases with particle size and that it is influ-
enced somewhat by mean flow velocity VW (Figures 10 and Table S8 of Supporting Information).

Table 5. Fitted Parameters in Equation (5)

Bed Load Material Vw [m/s] X [1/kg] a k r re
a

Erlenbach 1.5 2283 0.55 2.95 54.3 0.089
2.5 1111 0.31 3.54 44.0 0.047
3.5 808 0.55 2.60 50.8 0.103
4.7 1202 0.16 4.82 34.4 0.120

Navisence 1.6 2705 0.47 2.96 49.4 0.052
2.0 1397 1.44 1.92 61.3 0.125
3.0 1243 0.40 3.22 41.1 0.103

Fischbach 1.0 3446 0.61 3.12 50.0 0.049
2.0 2644 0.19 3.91 36.2 0.081
3.0 1592 0.47 3.37 40.3 0.073

Ruetz 1.0 3455 0.52 2.88 50.2 0.081
2.0 2755 0.30 3.23 41.0 0.057
3.0 1587 0.33 3.31 37.7 0.163

aRelative standard error re defined as the standard deviation of the difference between the estimated and the measured values,
divided by the mean of the measured values (kbj).

Table 6. Discrepancy Ratio Between Estimated and Measured Particle Size rAmax=fcentroid ;Dm

a

Bed Load Material

rAmax=fcentroid ;Dm

Vw [m/s] Dm;1 [1/kg] Dm;2 Dm;3 Dm;4 Dm;5 Dm;6 Dm;7 Dm;8 Dm;9

Erlenbach 1.5 1.10 1.05 0.96 0.90 0.90 0.84 0.84 0.86 0.81
2.5 1.10 1.04 0.98 0.93 0.90 0.87 0.85 0.80 0.79
3.5 1.08 0.99 0.96 0.97 0.91 0.81 0.89 0.93 0.74
4.7 1.19 1.08 1.06 1.01 0.97 0.97 1.00 0.88 0.83

Navisence 1.6 1.11 1.09 1.02 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.97 1.01 1.06
2.0 1.14 1.06 1.04 0.99 0.97 0.97 1.09 1.08 1.10
3.0 1.14 1.08 1.10 1.03 0.96 1.01 1.17 1.16 1.12

Fischbach 1.0 1.14 1.09 1.05 0.98 0.94 0.90 0.88 0.91 -
2.0 1.22 1.17 1.15 1.07 1.03 1.08 1.06 1.21 1.09
3.0 1.22 1.16 1.09 1.13 1.11 1.12 1.24 1.22 1.12

Ruetz 1.0 1.12 1.08 1.01 0.97 0.93 0.91 0.88 0.95 -
2.0 1.16 1.14 1.08 1.03 1.07 1.04 1.19 1.08 1.01
3.0 1.23 1.15 1.12 1.02 1.09 1.14 1.17 1.22 1.04

aThe estimates where computed with global optima (Kglob; aglob, and bglob in equation (6)).
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4. Discussion

4.1. Particle Size and Mean Flow Velocity
The smallest particles that collide strongly enough to register an impulse, marking the detection limit of
the Swiss plate geophone system, are around Dm520 mm. This detection threshold is an estimation
based on (1) the smallest particles ranging on average from 17.9 to 19.1 mm depending of bed load
material (Table 2) generating 0 impulses and (2) the next larger particle-size class (ranging from 22.7 to
24.2 mm) generating between 0 and 15 impulses (Figure 3). This detection threshold is in agreement with
the analysis of the raw geophone signal at the Erlenbach field site where the probability to detect a

Figure 5. The impulse versus grain-size relations were fitted with a generalized Frechet distribution. This figure shows a fitted trend line
for each of the four parameters that define the generalized Frechet distribution (equation (5)) as a function of mean flow velocity VW only.

Figure 6. Maximum amplitude of a packet Amax;P as a function of mean particle-size Dm, for different mean flow velocities VW.
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particle of mean size in the range from 12.3 to 17.4 to 21.8 mm changes from 1 to 5 and to 8%, respec-
tively [Wyss et al., 2016a, Figure 8]. Above this detection threshold, the shape of the impulse-diameter
relation (Frechet curve) is comparable for different flow velocities VW (Figure 3) and is the result of two
effects: An increase in the amplitude Amax;P (and thus a higher detection probability) is observed for the
increasing part of the coefficient kbj with increasing particle size D. The decrease of kbj after the maxi-
mum, which is in the range of 40 mm <Dm < 60 mm, can be explained by the decreasing number of
transported particles per unit mass with increasing particle size.

There is a clear decrease in the error bars of kbj with increasing D, the variability being of about 6100% for
smaller particles and 650% or smaller for larger particles (Figure 3). We believe that this result is due to two
main reasons. The first reason is related to decreasing signal amplitude with increasing distance between
the impact location and the geophone sensor [Turowski et al., 2013], which is located underneath the center
of the plate. Indeed, the largest transported particles cover about 35% of the plate’s and the flume’s width
while the smaller ones cover only about 5% of the width and are therefore more likely to collide toward the
edges of the plate. The second reason is related to changing transport mechanism with increasing particle
size. Flume experiments have shown that bed load particles are more likely to be transported in saltation
mode than in rolling mode, as the Shields parameter h increases [Hu and Hui, 1996; Ancey et al., 2002; Auel
et al., 2015]. The lack of velocity profile measurements and the particular flow conditions in the horizontal
flume characterized by the presence of a backwater curve (nonuniform flow depth hW illustrated in Figures
S4 and S5 of in Supporting Information) makes it difficult to estimate effective h values for the different
particle-size classes (Table 2) over the Swiss plate geophone. Still, the large error bars of kbj for smaller D
could be associated to particles being transported in both rolling and saltating mode, while from qualitative
observations the larger particles in the flume were almost exclusively transported in sliding mode and, thus,
generated a less variable signal.

With the exception of the impulse-diameter relation obtained with bed load material from the Erlenbach at
VW54:7 m/s, the maximum in the fitted Frechet curves of the impulse-diameter relations decreases and is
shifted to smaller Dm with increasing VW. The most obvious effect of increasing flow velocity is a general
decrease in number of impulses. We propose that this is due to fast moving particles being less likely to col-
lide against the Swiss plate geophone than slower moving ones, which are more frequently in contact with
the bed. A secondary effect concerns the slight shift of Dmðkbj;maxÞ toward a smaller particle size (Figure 4b).
We hypothesize that smaller particles that are transported faster collide with more energy against the Swiss
plate geophone than slower particles, probably due to increasing saltation height [Auel et al., 2015] or

Figure 7. Representative frequency fcentroid as a function of mean particle-size Dm, for different mean flow velocities VW.
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increasing turbulence with increasing VW. This effect is noticeable in Figure 6 as the maximum registered
amplitude Amax of a packet slightly increases with increasing VW.

An increase in the amplitude of the signal registered by the Swiss plate geophone with increasing particle
size (Figure 6) was previously observed in the field [Rickenmann et al., 2014]. A method based on this rela-
tion was developed to determine bed load transport rates by particle-size fractions at the Erlenbach stream
[Wyss et al., 2016a]. A relation between signal amplitude and particle size was also reported for other impact
plate bed load surrogate monitoring systems [Etter, 1996; Beylich and Laute, 2014; Barrière et al., 2015]. Simi-
larly, for flume experiments with a Japanese pipe-hydrophone, the amplitude of the registered signal
increases linearly with the momentum of the colliding particles [Taniguchi et al., 1992; Goto et al., 2014].

4.2. Effect of Bed Roughness and Particle Shape
Bed morphology and bed roughness play an important role in determining particle transport mode, i.e.,
sliding, rolling, or saltating [Lajeunesse et al., 2010]. In turn, the signal registered by the Swiss plate geo-
phone is also affected by the mode of transport of bed load particles [Turowski and Rickenmann, 2009]. To
quantify this effect for two very different conditions, supplementary experiments were performed with a
smooth and flat PVC plate as bed-roughness element in the flume over the length of 2.6 m upstream of the
geophone plate (Figure 1), with bed load material from the Erlenbach stream. The characteristic parameters
determined with either the smooth bed S or the rough bed R (with the wire mesh) are compared with each
other in Figure 11.

The effect of bed roughness is substantial. It is evident that the number of impulses per transported mass
kbj and the maximum amplitude Amax;p are generally smaller for a smooth than for a rough bed (Figures 11a
and 11b, respectively). The centroid frequency fcentroid is less affected by bed roughness than kbj and Amax.
Divergence in fcentroid is evident mainly for particles larger than 80 mm (Figure 11d). Combining amplitude
and frequency information with the optimum parameter combination obtained for the rough-bed case
(equation (6) and Figure 8) results in an important overestimation of the transported Dm (Figure 11c).

4.3. Particle Size Identification
The characteristic frequency of the signal corresponding to a single particle impact fcentroid is less sensitive
to varying VW values than the impulse-diameter parameter kbj or the maximum registered packet amplitude

Figure 8. Coefficient of determination R2 as a function of exponents a and b in equation (6). The white cross indicates the global optimum
coefficients aglob and bglob obtained by summing the normalized case-specific R2 values. The white dashed line delineates the region for
which values of the normalized global optimum are greater than 98%.
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Amax;P (Figures (3 and 6), and 7, respectively). This result is in agreement with observations from laboratory
experiments for which no significant effect was observed on the shape of a frequency spectrum by varying
the velocity of solid particles impinging on a flat plate [Uher and Benes, 2012]. The decrease in centroid fre-
quency fcentroid (Figure 7) with increasing particle size is also observed for different bed load surrogate moni-
toring techniques [Belleudy et al., 2010; Uher and Benes, 2012; Barrière et al., 2015] and is supported by a
theoretical framework of rigid body radiation based on the Hertzian impact theory developed by Thorne
[1986, 2014] and Rickenmann [2016].

Figure 9. A
aglob

max;P divided by f
bglob

centroid as a function of particle-size Dm. The continuous red line indicates a stream-independent relationship
obtained with Kglob52670 in equation (6). The discrepancy ratio between estimated (red dashed line) and median measured particle sizes
rAmax=fcentroid ;Dm

indicates the accuracy of particle size predictions for a global, stream and flow velocity independent approach (Table 6). The
case-specific optimum exponents and constant K in equation (6) are reported in Supporting Information.

Figure 10. The duration of a packet tp as a function of mean particle size Dm.
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There is some systematic deviation between the data and the fitted power law function linking particle
size to Amax;P and fcentroid (Figures 6 and 7, respectively). For Amax;P, the deviation is essentially only pre-
sent for the largest transported particle-size class, i.e., D> 100 mm (Table 2). It is suspected that the
largest particle-size class, which is generally larger than the flow depth hw in all experiments (Table 4),
induces relatively lower Amax;P mainly because in contrast to the smaller particle-size classes, it is known
from qualitative observations that essentially all particles were transported in sliding mode. For fcentroid

a clear deviation appears in the range of the smallest particle-size classes (Dm smaller than about
40 mm). A likely explanation for this is that the highest frequencies that can be reasonably sampled
with the deployed geophone sensor are in the range of 2.5 kHz. This was qualitatively confirmed by pre-
liminary flume experiments using an accelerometer instead of a geophone sensor mounted on the
same impact plate, the accelerometer being able to better pick up higher frequencies for particle sizes
smaller than 40 mm.

For the Swiss plate geophone system, a particle size identification using both amplitude and frequency
information appears to be more independent of VW and particle shape (equation (6) with a 5 0.23 and
b 5 0.53) and thus more robust than using amplitude information alone (equation (S1) and Table S1 in Sup-
porting Information). The application of such an approach in the field was limited in the past, given that the
entire raw signal was generally not registered during continuous field measurements but would be needed
to compute frequency characteristics.

5. Conclusions

Systematic flume experiments were performed to quantify the effect of particle size, mean water flow
velocity, bed roughness and bed load material (particle shape) on the signal registered by the Swiss
plate geophone, a bed load surrogate monitoring device. We quantified the effect of these parameters
on the impulse counts, a characteristic summary value of the geophone signal that has proven to be the
most robust simple metric for measuring bed load transport rates with this system [Rickenmann et al.,
2012, 2014]. The impulses per unit mass of transported particles were found to depend strongly on
particle-size D, mean flow velocity VW, and bed roughness, and to a minor extent on bed load material
type (particle shape). These observations explain some differences in established impulse bed load mass

Figure 11. Resulting characteristic values as a function of mean particle size Dm from experiments performed with a rough bed R and a
smooth bed S and with bed load material from the Erlenbach stream at two different mean flow velocities VW. (a) The number of impulses
per transported mass kbj. (b) Maximum amplitude of the registered packets Amax;P. (c) Maximum packet amplitude divided by its centroid
frequency (A

aglob

max;P divided by f
bglob

centroid). The continuous red line indicates a stream-independent relationship obtained with Kglob52670 in
equation (6). (d) Centroid frequency within a packet fcentroid.
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calibration coefficients between field sites with direct bed load calibration measurements [Rickenmann
et al., 2014].

The flume experiments further revealed that the size of the bed load particles transported over the Swiss
plate geophone can be estimated not only from the amplitude, but also from the frequency of the geo-
phone signal. Combining frequency and amplitude information resulted in a more robust identification of
the transported particles size D over a wide range of particle sizes than using amplitude information alone.

Using these findings of the flume experiments and a more sophisticated preprocessing of the raw signal (or
its complete storage) during field measurements may increase the accuracy of bed load transport measure-
ments with the Swiss plate geophone system in future.

Notation

A signal amplitude.
AFFT Fourier amplitude.
Amax;P maximum registered amplitude within a packet.
D particle size.
Dm mean particle size.
Dt;I duration of an impulse.
Dt;P duration of a packet.
FFT fast Fourier transform.
Fr Froude number.
fcentroid centroid frequency.
fchar characteristic frequency.
fs sampling rate.
PSD particle size distribution.
Gm particle weight.
g gravitational acceleration.
hW water depth.
I number of impulses.
Ij number of impulses triggered by particle size class j.
kb linear relation coefficient between I and Mtot.
kbj linear relation coefficient between Ij Mbj.
Mbj transported bed load mass for particle-size fraction j.
Mtot total transported bed load mass.
NG number of particles.
P number of packets.
R experimental run.
Re Reynolds number.
Rh hydraulic radius.
VW mean flow velocity.
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